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•draped with the brightest bandolier of woollen threads that
they possessed. Some, more fortunate than others, had
nickel whistles attached to their bandoliers, and these were
blown as occasion demanded. The young popinces, their
faces shining with virtue and coconut oil, and dressed in
their monstrous Mother Hubbards which flattened out any
attractive lines in their bodies, were out for conquests.
Javanese men were the most spectacularly dressed, with
robes like Roman togas hung over their shoulders, some with
fez-like caps made of black felt, others with silk turbans.
They seemed to have collected every odd raiment of clothing
imaginable, from bed-sheets to dragon embroidered pyjamas.
'Their women folk were more quietly dressed, their slim
waists swathed in the loveliest of their beautifully patterned
sarongs, "with short bolero jackets emphasizing their perfect
figures. As soon as the band began to play, a sort of gigantic
jolly miller was set in operation, two gigantic wheels of
people, with the bandstand as their hub, moving in opposite
directions talking, shouting, whistling, moving slowly enough
to scrutinize the faces of those that passed. No one seemed
to pay the slightest attention to the music. It was only
incidental, the excuse for the occasion, a dim background to
the parade.
Dark eyes flashed and white teeth smiled as some of the
spokes of the opposite moving wheels halted for a while,
then moved off again—but in the same direction. Band
night is above all the night for the popinees. Groups of
them, wandered about hand in hand, barefooted, and when
they saw their man they didn't easily let him escape.
Unfortunately, the concert on this night ended in a sudden
terrific downpour of rain, which sent people rushing for the
shelter of nearby verandahs—and courting couples inside
the cafes and debit bars to continue their love-making over
a glass of cognac or a cup of coffee.
TJie only other entertainment in Noumea worth mention-
ing is an occasional native boxing match- I must confess I
was appalled at the only exhibition of this sort that I saw.
The natives are tremendously strong and can withstand an

